Unix Tutorial Digest

Unix Tutorial Digest is a section of the Unix Tutorial blog that regularly captures most notable professional news.

I hope to spend more time reviewing and commenting on these news in 2019.

This page will document the monthly Unix Tutorial Digests published to date. If you have any great ideas for similar experiments or projects – please let me know.

Unix Tutorial Digest

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – March 9th, 2020** - Here’s the monthly summary of Unix/Linux news and Unix Tutorial posts. Please get in touch to arrange a technical consultation with me or suggest a useful link for the next digest here at Unix Tutorial. Unix Tutorial News Nothing particularly new, but I found my blogging stride and enjoyed a very productive month. Lots of Ansible automation progress and [...]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – February 2nd, 2020** - For those staying up late to watch Super Bowl LIV and those just looking for a few interesting links, here’s the monthly summary of Unix/Linux news and Unix Tutorial posts. Please get in touch to arrange a technical consultation with me or suggest a useful link for the next digest here at Unix Tutorial. Unix Tutorial News Unix Tutorial […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – January 4th, 2020** - It’s time for another Unix Tutorial digest – this issue covers notable events and releases in December 2019. I also plan to start annual digests, will try and publish the Unix Tutorial Annual Digest 2019 tomorrow. Please get in touch to arrange a technical consultation with me or
suggest a useful link for the next digest here at Unix […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – December 1st, 2019** - November 2019 has been rather slow here on the blog – lots of projects at work ahead of the usual change freezes and upcoming holiday season. I’m regularly bookmarking things that can become interesting projects, so expect it to be a very educational Christmas season – lots of things to learn and to try in […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – November 5th, 2019** - September and October 2019 have been so busy for me at work and at home that I posted less frequently than usual and also skipped the September Unix Tutorial Digest. All is good, lots of interesting developments at work and with my home office servers, so I’ve been reading a lot and preparing new material. […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – September 1st, 2019** - August 2019 has been a really strong month for me, I posted every single day which makes it the most successful month at Unix Tutorial to date. I don’t have any more holidays planned any time soon so expect the number and quality of posts to be stable for the rest of 2019! As always, please […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – July 28th, 2019** - Well, the end of July is almost here and I missed a digest in June because I had a wonderful summer holiday in Turkey. So this today shows interesting events from Linux, Unix and open source world for almost two months. As always, please get in touch to arrange a technical consultation with me or want to […]

- **Unix Tutorial Digest – March 31st, 2019** - Hi again everyone, it’s this time of the month (the last day of a month, if I manage to publish on time). March 2019 brought lots of interesting releases and Unix/Linux news. As always, please get in touch to arrange a technical consultation with me or want to suggest a useful link for the next Unix Tutorial […]
Unix Tutorial Digest – February 28th, 2019 - Hi again everyone, it’s this time of the month (the last day of a month, if I manage to publish on time). February 2019 brought lots of interesting releases and Unix/Linux news. As always, please get in touch if you want to suggest a useful link for the next digest.

Unix Tutorial Digest – February 4th, 2019 - Thanks to the super busy January, this is actually the first Unix Tutorial digest of 2019! Lots of news and so many things to follow up and test now! As always, please get in touch if you want to suggest a useful link for the next digest.

Unix and Linux News Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS released [...]

Linux kernel 4.20 Ubuntu Core [...]

Ubuntu Core [...]